T HE Columbia University Libraries have recently co~npleted the regular triennial reappraisal of the collections for fire insurance purposes. Because of the effective teamwork manifested by the six Supervising Librarians and the twenty-three Department Heads and because of the procedures we had developed during the earlier evaluations, th~ reappraising of the three million items proceeded with dispatch. Since some other libraries may find helpful the methods which were followed, they are being described below.
At the time of the appraisal last February, the collections comprised 2, 793,605 volumes, plus many files of manuscripts, maps, clippings, phonograph records, microfilms, etc. These research materials are shelved in 34 d~partrnentallibrar"ies, library . dep~rtrnents (e.g., Acquisitions, Cataloging, Administration), and in special reading rooms. The collections are located in I 2 buildings, of which all but two (the Medical Library, I 39,384 volumes, and the Optometry Library, 2,3I6 volumes) are oq the main campus. Over half of the to'tal book holdings are in the Nicholas Murray Butler Library (I,772,626 volumes) .
Since the University administration takes care of the insurance coverage of the buildings, the Libraries are concerned only with the insurance of the collections. At the time of the I 9 5 I appraisal, the total insurance valuation amounted to $I2,237,8o8, including the $33I,405 coverage on rarities (see Table) .
Jrypes of insurance
The University carries blanket insurance against the hazards of fire, windstorm, tornado, hail, airplane damage, and one or two minor hazards, on its real and personal educational property, excluding, however, property of a fine art nature which is more specifically insured. Because of the type of construction and the nature of occupancy of the buildings on the main earnpus and at the Medical Center, Columbia is eligible for a form of blanket coverage which carries no "co-insurance clause" but a "stated amount of insurance clause." Under this latter clause, if the University carries insurance up to the stated amount, it will collect the full amount of any loss (up to the amount of the insur~nce) resulting from the hazards covered. An affidavit signed by the University is required by the underwriters every three years to determine the stated amount used in the blanket insurance form. This figure is approximately go % of the insurable value indicated in the affidavit.
If a co-insurance clause had been reqi.Iired, it would have been necessary for the University constantly to watch the value of its property since this clause is an agreement between the underwriters and the assured that insurance would be carried up to a certain percentage of the insurable value of the property covered. of loss it were shown that this had not been done, the assured would become a coinsurer for the deficiency. If, on the other hand, the co-insurance clause had been complied with, the assured would then receive the full amount of the loss up to the amount of the insurance. It has been recognized by the University t·hat some items of a fine arts nature are subject to losses by burglary and theft. The University has therefore excluded these items from the blanket policy and has brought them under a policy granting practically all risk protection. The property of the Libraries listed under this policy was _valued at $331,405 at the time of the 1951 appraisal. This included all items of fine art nature (rare books, incunabula, manuscripts, etc.) each of which is individually listed and each of which is valued at $500 or more. . Examples of the holdings included under this policy are Milton's Paradise Lost ( 1669), $500; Stokes' I conography, 6 vols., $6oo; Townsend Civil War Clippings, 126 vols., $5oo; Calandri Aritmetica ( 1491), $750; and oriental rugs, silk (Smith), 2 at $1,500 each.
A subsidiary matter connected with Fine Arts policies may be of interest to some libraries and that is in connection with . the insurance coverage on collections or sets of books, manuscripts, etc. The usual practice is simply to indicate the value of the set as a whole, as was shown above in the case of Stokes' Iconography. As the University's insurance broker pointed out, however, in the event of the loss of one volume of a set, the underwriters would try to limit their liability to the pro rata value of that item. If all of the volumes of a set were of equal value, the pro rata payment would be satisfactory. It sometimes happens, however, that due to the fact that one of the volumes of a set is made up of plates or maps, or due to other reasons, a volume will have a much greater value than the pro rata amount. In order to avoid possibly lengthy discussions with the underwriters in the event of loss or damage to such a volume, .it is advisable to list the values of the individual volumes of a set where the worth of the individual volumes is not an equal proportion of the worth of the entire set. An alternative suggested by the U niversity's insurance brokers and which the Libraries . have adopted for the coverage of 41 important sets is to have the Fine Arts policy endorsed with the following clause: "It is understood and agreed that in the event of the total loss of any article or articles which are part of a set, this Company agrees to pay the Assured the full amount of the value of such set as specified in the schedule attached, and the As~red agrees to surrender the remaining article or articles of the set to this Company." It is customary, although not obligatory, under this clause for the assured to buy back from the insurance company, at an agreed price, the remaining article or articles which comprise the pair or set. The University's insurance brokers recommended the use of this clause for the added protection which it gives. The provision is of special usefulness in those instances in which the loss of one or more volumes would seriously impair the worth · of an entire set. This is particularly true when, after receiving payment, one would be able to purchase a complete set as a replacement.
Evaluation procedure
About six weeks before the triennial reappraisal of the insurance value of the Libraries' collections was to be completed, mimeographed forms were sent in duplicate to the Department Head in charge of each of the departmental libraries and to others who had books, manuscripts, records, or card catalogs under their supervision which were currently insured or, if not, which should be insured. Department Heads who have under their supervision collections which are shelved in more than one building were asked to list their information according to the building in which the collections were located. This was done to facilitate the preparation of the final composite evaluation report in which total insurable values have to be given by buildings due to the fact that the insurance rate varies with the degree to which the various structures are fire resistant. One copy of the mimeographed form was then returned to the Assistant Director and the other was retained for the departmental library's files.
After the basic data on the forms were examined and verified where necessary, the lists of rarities were checked over in detail with the insurance broker, a comparison being made with those in the previous triennial evaluation (a) to make sure that those included before were likewise included this
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time (or were otherwise accounted for) and (b) to make sure that any rarities which had been acquired and insured during the preceding three-year period were now brought on to the main lists. There were changes to be made too, since in some in· -stances the Supervising Librarians had requested that certain items be removed from the Fine Arts policy for inclusion instead under the blanket insurance policy. In other cases they had requested that the valuations of certain rare items be raised or lowered in the light of their knowledge of the current market value of the particular items.
The final step was the typing of all of the data in official form and the preparing of the evaluation chart on which one could see in concise form the data submitted (a) by types of material and (b) by building in which the materials are .housed. Copies of the typed report and of the cha-rt were forwarded to the appropriate administrative officers of the University, including one copy which would be sent on to the insurance broker for the making of the changes in the insurance coverage necessitated by the reappraisal. The entire set of report forms from the departmental librarians was microfilmed for safety reasons and the project came to a conclusion.
Determination of insurable values
Reference was made above to the term "average insurable value" in connection with books which were to be insured under the blanket policy. In general, the means for arriving at this figure is to estimate the average present-day purchase price of volumes in a given subject field and to deduct from this an average amount for depreciation and/or obsolescence. Therefore, these "average insurable values" are usually below the relatively high current purchase price of most publications. On the other hand, there are factors which will tend to raise the "average insurable value" in some subject fields. For example, the appraising of volumes in the Chemistry, Physics, and Engineering Libraries is complicated by the fact that there is a higher proportion of periodicals in those libraries and by the fact that periodicals . in those fields (as well as in medicine) tend to appreciate in value rather than depreciate with the passage of time. Books in the fields of fine arts and architecture have higher insurable values than those in the other subject fields because their large formats, abundant illustrations, and expensive coated paper cause a high initial purchase price and because the small number of copies printed results in an appreciation in their monetary value.
It is advisable, of course, to redetermine the "average insurable values" which are to be used when each re-evaluation of the collections ·is made, taking into account cost changes which have taken place since the previous evaluation was made. As to the insurable values of the nonbook materials, these were likewise determined in general on a present-day cost less depreciation basis, e.g., microfilm reading machines, photographic equipment, etc. Microfilms were appraised at · $5.00 to $6.oo a reel. Of major importance in this category, however, were the card catalogs. The basis for evaluating them was (a) the cost of the card stock and (b) the cost of the personnel which would be involved in duplicating the cards and in filing them in the catalogs. It does not include the actual cost of cataloging. This worked out to estimates of $.IO per card, with the exception of the East Asiatic and the Music Library catalogs which were at the rate of $.20 per card, and the shelflist which was at the rate of $.05 per card.
The resulting insurance coverage on the major card catalogs was as follows: The valuation for the public catalog is far lower than it would ordinarily have been for a total of 3,400,000 cards, due to the fact that the entire catalog, plus additions to it excepting for the last two years, has been microfilmed. Had the public catalog not been microfilmed, a markedly higher valuation and premium would have resulted because it would have been necessary with this catalog to figure in the cost of cataloging too. In a recent cost analysis that we made, we found that an average set of eight multilithed cards made for books cataloged in the General Cataloging Division cost $. 79, including the time spent by the cataloger. To this would have had to be added an estimated $.56 per set of eight cards to cover the cost of filing them in the catalog, making a total cost per set amounting to $1.35. Assuming for present purposes that the 3,400,000 cards in the public catalog were made up of approximately 425,500 eight-card sets, the insurance coverage placed on it should have been at least $57 3, 7 50 instead of $I 30,000, if the catalog had not been microfilmed.
Although reduced insurance premiums result if the card catalog is microfilmed, the main gain comes from the savings in the cost of reconstructing the catalog if the present one were destroyed.
Insurance coverage on b.ooks away from the University
The blanket insurance .policy and the Fine Arts policy described above provide insurance protection while the books are in the Libraries. The former does not provide coverage while the books are away from the University but the Fine Arts policy does, with the protection limited to IO% of the total amount of the policy. Thus with the $33 I ,405 coverage on the Fine Arts policy, $33,I40 worth would be fully protected while off campus.
Since the major off-premises concentration of the Libraries' books and periodicals is at the commercial binderies, an investigation was made to see whether the binderies carried adequate fire insurance and sprinkler leakage insurance to cover the maximum number of our publications which would be apt to be in their plants at any one time. Two of the three binderies which Columbia utilized carried insurance and their insurance pplicies were examined by the U niversity's insurance brokers. Minor changes which the latter suggested were gladly made by the binderies. Although the third bindery did not carry insurance against fire and sprinkler damage to Columbia's property, it took out a policy immediately.
The above-described action was initiated three years ago. In the meantime, the Li-
braries have begun to utilize a fourth bindery for handling certain specialized types of binding work. That company had an insurance policy covering the property of all of its customers.
With four binderies doing work for Columbia and with each of them having insurance policies which contained varying clauses, the University's insurance broker recommended that the University take out its own policy which would provide uniform conditions of coverage at each of the four binderies. Inasmuch as this would not only give the desired breadth and uniformity but would also assure a prompter settlement of our claims in the event of a loss, the University took out such a policy. Although the University has paid the premium this first year, we shall ask the binderies to cancel their present insurance coverage on our property when their policies come up for renewal next spring and instead to pay their proportionate share of the premium on our policy. We anticipate that they will readily agree to do so, especially since this will in most instances enable them to save some money in premium payments due to the advantageous insurance rate which the University has.
Insurance rates
There is a natural interest in how much such blanket insurance and Fine Arts insurance cost. Since the insurance rates are determined (a) by the modernity and degree of fire-proofness of the buildings in which the publications are shelved and (b) by the amount and type of fire-fighting equipment which is available in the community, such information can best be secured through local insurance brokers or agents.
One practice, however, which will help to keep the rates to a minimum is to have periodic inspections made of the buildings (Continued on page 29) b. Separately insured with or without a microfilm. (In the latter instance, much more insurance is required. We decided that three years' premiums would be so much greater without the protection afforded by a film that the film would pay for itself in that time).
Some of the per volume insurance values in Column 7, Table I , may appear high in comparison with some of the insurance values suggested by ALA, but consideration of two factors should modify this impression. First, one should compare the figures in Column 7, Table I , with the corresponding figures in Column 3, Table  III , the latter being the present cost (after substantial discounts) of books purchased by this library. Secondly, there are _ many valuable books standing on the general shelves of the Grosvenor Library which have been covered only by the sampling technique. In 19 50 alone, we transferre~ twenty-five titles with a total value of $3300.00 from our general collection to the Rare Book Room. This project, which has only been started, is continuing with equally impressive results.
Sequence of Tables
With this general introduction, it 1s hoped that the tables with their accompanying notes will be largely self-explanatory.
It is suggested that Table I be read through Column 5; then Tables III and IV in their entirety; and finally, Columns 6-8 of Table  I, and Table II. Insurance Evaluation of a University Library's Collections (Continued from page 23) in which library property is located for the purpose of keeping waste paper, packing boxes, and other inflammables cleared out.
Conclusion
In insuring a university library's collections, the primary consideration is the securing of coverage which, in the event of the loss by fire of all or· part of the holdings, would provide funds for the replacement of the items lost, at or close to present purchase costs. The rarities and other i terns of high monetary value should be given allrisk protection by being placed under a Fine Arts policy. To secure the maximum benefits which may be desired and to secure JANUARY, 1952 them at the lowest premium rate which will be con~istent with security, it is advisable to keep in close touch with a reputable, experienced insurance broker, agent, or firm. By so doing, helpful counsel will be assured during the planning stage, during the evaluation, and during the later months and years whenever. problems connected with insurance arise.
The responsibility laid on the Librarian for computing the insurance values of the collections of a large library is heavy. However, with teamwork by the staff specialists in the various subject fields and: with expe~t insurance counsel, a sound insurance program which will provide reasonable protection against all major risks can readily be worked out.
